FAMILY-RUN
WINERY
PRODUCING CAVAS
AND WINES SINCE
1920 IN PENEDÈS
(CATALONIA,
SPAIN)
Products made with native varieties
that allow us to express the
uniqueness of the area. Manual
harvest and traditional method
sparkling wines.

HISTORY
The constancy is the value that has allowed us to make a difference throughout their 100 years
of history. Our family has been dedicated to working the land more than 100 years, passing on
their commitment from generation to generation. The great-grandfather, Josep Masachs Llorach,
owned vineyards in Vilafranca del Penedès as early as 1920. During this time he was one of the
pioneers of the area producing still wines, which he made for his own consumption and for
sharing only with family and closest friends.
Nowadays, the fourth generation of the family has arrived with an open and innovative mindset.
The family values have been reinterpreted to transmit them through more environmentally
friendly products.

PHILOSOPHY

Our philosophy is to let the vines do they work and just help them when it's really necessary. We
avoid the use of chemicals that can damage the environment and jeopardize the future of the
land.
Besides this, we enjoy creating collaborative projects with our grapegrowers. We work hand in
hand with local winegrowers, with whom we have been working with the same grapegrowers for
more than 50 years and we decide the vineyard-related-strategy together. We inspect and select
plots in every area to find the expression we look for each line of products.
We believe in the great balance that can be created using the tradicional native grapes of the
area.
All our products are certified as vegan by the European Vegetarian Union. Almost all our
products are certified as Organic by CCPAE. The ones that are not organic yet are under
conversion to be certified soon.

LOCATION
Josep Masachs is located in Catalan region of the Penedès, which breathes Mediterranean breezes
and spreads over the north-west towards Montserrat mountain which protects the land from the cold
northerly winds.
Penedès is 40 kilometers distance from Barcelona and is the most important viticultural area in
Catalonia. However, due to the complex topography of the coastal hills there is notable climatic
variation from site to site, allowing winemakers to generate a relatively wide range of wine styles.

OUR PROJECTS
La Mítica is a cava is a tribute to our grandmother, an incredible woman that actively
participated in building our winery. Many women have taken part in the creation of this cava
range. It is a fresh and expressive Reserva cava, with 18 months aged on its lees, it has aromas of
fresh wild flowers, citrus and white fruits, balsamic, spices, fennel, thyme and mint along with
aging notes.
Josep Masachs Traditional range was born in the year of our centenary and with it we have
managed to capture the interest of clients from different countries thanks to its fresh and
mature character, intense and elegant, ready to be enjoyed at any time, place and occasion.
Despite its origins in the early eighties, Carolina is a new challenge for us, we have recreated it
with this Reserva cava with a unique and different personality, using our original blend that
includes a bit of Chardonnay.
An old vine with outstanding potential, grown ecologically, inspired us to create Terres. A
product range that expresses our commitment to create delicate and precise wines that tell us
about the land. These are unique plots, placed in Alt Penedès, to which we gave the chance to
demonstrate all their singularity and experience.

www.josepmasachs.com

